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Unified Virtual Memory (UVM) provides a single address space, 
transparent on-demand paging and host-device migration for GPU 
programs, significantly improving productivity. 
Nevertheless, UVM access latency increases exponentially, especially 
when memory footprint exceeds GPU’s physical memory, due to page 
fault handling and transfer.
Hiding the latency requires accurate and timely page pre-fetching and 
pre-eviction, which in turn requires accurate page access prediction.

We explore deep learning technologies to learn and predict page 
access patterns for GPU programs, and use the learned methods to 
design GPU pre-fetch and pre-eviction mechanisms. 
Challenge
• Parallel data accesses disrupt timeliness and introduce non-

determinism
• Account for non-determinism by batch sorting page faults, similar to 

current prefetching, and break problem down with clustering
• Batch sorting - sort disjoint regions of page fault time series
• Clustering - separate distinct memory regions inside an application
CNN over LSTM
• CNN’s provide more accurate predictions by learning the features of 

the 1-D time series
• The features in our use case is the relation between page faults and 

the time they occur in a given sequence
• LSTM’s are advantageous for prediction of explicitly repeating 

patterns that can be “remembered”
• With the lack of an explicitly repeating pattern LSTM’s fail to 

intelligently predict accesses

The Problem: Exponential Growth of UMV Latency

Methodology: Learning and Predicting Pages with DNN

Evaluation and Results

Novelty of This Work

Future Considerations
• Over-subscription of available GPU memory resulting in 

evictions from the GPU
• Multiple kernels available to use in the same application can 

alter access patterns

Page Access Profiling and Prediction for GPU applications

Predictions on test applications; Matrix Multiplication (.1875 GB) left, Matrix Transpose (.125GB) right

Predictions on real world proxy applications; TeaLeaf (10.2 GB) left, Nyx (7.07 GB) right

Prediction with clustering (individual structures of Matrix Transpose); Matrix A (left), Matrix B (right)
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Experimental System:
• Host: AMD EPYC 7551P 32-Core Processor, 512 KB cache, 128 

GB Main Memory 
• GPU: Nvidia Titan V, driver version 410.48, 12 GB memory 
• CUDA: Cuda release 10.0, version 10.0.130
Evaluation metrics:
• Precision: percentage of targets predicted before they are 

reached
• Recall: percentage of targets in the set of all predictions
Full App

Clustered

UVM latency increases exponentially, especially when memory footprint 
exceeds  GPU global memory. 
Benchmark: sequential GPU memory access

Previous Work [1] This Study

Target sequential, CPU applications Target parallel, UVM-programmed GPU apps
Use LSTM to learn single accesses Explores  1D-CNN to learn multiple accesses

Use deltas in prediction Use page numbers in prediction
Prefetch top (ten) probabilities to caches Prefetch a window of accesses to GPU memory
Omits infrequent deltas from training data Omits no accesses from training data

App MatMul Transpose TeaLeaf Nyx

Precision 98.5% 99.5% 92.6% 86.6%
Recall 99.0% 100% 99.3% 92.2%

Region Transpose Matrix A Transpose Matrix B
Precision 99.6% 99.6%
Recall 100% 100%

Conclusions
• CNN is well-suited for learning the memory access patterns of 

highly parallel GPU applications
• Clustering of individual data structures for separate training is 

trivial to do and improves predictions

Applications
Matrix Multiplication – three distinct regions with linear access

Matrix Transpose – two distinct regions with disjoint linear access

TeaLeaf – proxy application with descending disjoint linear access

Nyx – proxy application with highly irregular accesses
Matrix applications use 4096 square fp matrices

Blue dots: predicted accesses; Red dots: actual accesses; Goal is for them to overlap as much as possible  
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